Non-DLVO silica interaction forces in NMP-water mixtures. II. An asymmetric system.
The interaction between energetically asymmetric hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces has fundamental and practical importance in both industrial and natural colloidal systems. The interaction forces between a hydrophilic silica sphere and a silanated, hydrophobic glass plate in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP)-water binary mixtures were measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM). A strong and long-range attractive force was observed in pure water and was attributed to the formation of capillary bridges associated with nanoscale bubbles initially present on the hydrophobic surface. When NMP was added, the capillary force and corresponding pull-off force became less attractive, which was explained readily in terms of the surface wettability by the binary solvent mixture. Similar to the case of symmetric (two hydrophilic) surfaces, the range of attraction between the asymmetric surfaces was maximized at around 30 vol % NMP, which is consistent with the formation of a thick adsorbed macrocluster layer on the hydrophilic silica surface.